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Discover what every beginner needs to know about investing in Commercial Real Estate. Why you

should be a commercial investor, where the biggest pitfalls are, which types of properties are best

for those just getting started, how to analyze any commercial deal quickly, how to speak the

language of commercial real estate, the 4 guiding principles of commercial investment and much,

much more. Let the author of Commercial Real Estate Investing for Dummies walk you through how

to get started in Commercial Real Estate in this incredibly informative book.
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I have invested thousands of dollars on real estate investment training and coaching over the years.

This book captures all the core information needed to decide if commercial real estate investing is

for you and get you started on your way.This book is quick and easy to read, but packs solid

information on every page. I wish I had had this book when I first became interested in commercial

real estate. It even contains some vital concepts (secrets) the other gurus never taught me!



Peter is the most humble people that I have ever met. This book takes complicated jargon and turns

it into language a 10 year old can understand. The complexity of Real Estate Investing is made

simple through Peter's thorough writing. If you're hating your work hours, and want to get out of the

rat race yourself, Commercial Real Estate FOR Beginners is the way to go.Not only is the book

accessible, but so is Peter. I was shocked to find out after a simple google search I could reach

someone and begin a conversation as if we knew each other for years. Download this book and

begin a journey you surely won't regret.

I read this book earlier this year. This book will give the reader a good introduction to the world of

commercial real estate. The book can be read in a day or so and will give you the basic

understandings of commercial real estate. The book will teach you why commercial real estate is a

great investment vehicle. The author will provide insight on how anyone looking to invest in

commercial real estate can succeed. The book delves into the differences between commercial and

residential, and financing your deals. The book is one of the better ones that I have read on this

subject because of its clarity. The book is a great introduction to commercial real estate investing.

This book is a must read for anyone wanting to get into commercial real estate investing. After

reading this book you will know how to evaluate almost any type of commercial property with

confidence. Peter gives great examples showing exactly how to determine if a property is a safe and

profitable investment or not, if it's priced right or not, and what to look for under the surface of a

deal. If you have ever considered buying any commercial property I highly recommend reading this

fantastic book by Peter Harris. There is information here that even experienced investors will benefit

from.

In this book Peter breaks down complex investing language into simple layman's terms. Not only

that, but he gives great examples and even has you do some hands-on exercises so that the

concepts really sink in. As someone who is brand new to commercial investing I found this to be an

excellent teaching tool.If you want fluff and hypothetical theories go somewhere else, but if you want

actual useful information to help you build a solid investing foundation then this is the book for you!

This was an excellent book! Clear and concise. The author writes in a way you can understand and

then apply the information.He also has many You Tube videos covering Commercial Real Estate

that are worth the time.



Great beginner education concerning commercial endeavors. I'm personally starting to switch from

single family to primarily focused of apts. Makes absolute sense & Peter drives this point

home.Thanks for your efforts Mr. Harris.

Peter spells it all out in this easy to understand book. It is well organized and moves through all the

topics a beginner would need to know to get started in commercial real estate. Reading this book

will give you a big leg up and get you pointed in the right direction with a solid fundamental base to

work off of. As usual, Peter delivers more than he promises. This book could change your life.
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